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1 INTRODUCTION

One of the quintessential typological properties of the Bantu languages is their pervasive system of noun classes and noun class agreement. This is undoubtedly the aspect of their grammatical structure that is most discussed in the literature, if only because every grammar sketch of a Bantu language contains a section on noun classes. The most complete discussion can be found in Maho (1999). In contrast, the structure of the noun phrase has received little attention, which cannot be attributed to a lack of interesting features. This chapter briefly introduces aspects of the noun and noun phrase that are well studied, such as the noun class system and the different types of adnominal modifiers, and provides them with a reference. It also aims at filling some gaps in the literature. Section 2.2.2.2 provides a first systematic overview of the types of semantic agreement that can be found in the Bantu languages. Section 3 is entirely dedicated to the augment, a pervasive element in the grammar of the Bantu languages, of which the last comparative study (De Blois 1970) was in need of an update. The typologically unusual word order patterns that can be found in the Bantu languages receive a first comparative analysis and diachronic explanation in Section 5.

2 NOUNS AND NOUN CLASSES

2.1 The form and structure of nouns

Bantu nouns minimally consist of a stem, which is usually preceded by a class prefix, itself sometimes preceded by one or more prefixes or proclitics, which can be inflectional or derivational. Noun stems can contain a derivational suffix (cf. Schadeberg & Bostoen, this volume). Reconstructed Proto-Bantu noun stems tend to have a CVCV-structure. In many contemporary languages, this is still the canonical stem form. However, in some northwestern languages, such as Nzadi B865 (Crane et al. 2011) and Nsong B85d (cf. Koni Muluwa & Bostoen this volume), the last vowel or syllable of noun stems tends to have dropped, giving rise to a monosyllabic pattern as the most frequent stem type. The prefix + stem template is so strong in the Bantu languages, that monomorphemic nouns may behave prosodically as if they consisted of a prefix and a stem, and that class prefixes that were historically incorporated in stems can be reactivated in different ways.

As for tone, augments and derivational prefixes added to full nouns, i.e. class prefix plus stem, are reconstructed high, except in class 1 and 9, whereas class prefixes are reconstructed low (Meeussen 1967). Proto-Bantu disyllabic stems can have any of the four logically possible tone patterns, viz. *HH, *HL, *LL and *LH (Bastin et al. 2002). Here too, many changes have taken place in individual languages, such as the appearance of H class prefixes in a subset of Punu B43 nouns (Blanchon 1997) or the emergence of two extra tone patterns
on disyllabic noun stems in Nande JD42 (Kenstowicz 2008). In a number of western Bantu languages, the tone pattern of nouns depends on their syntactic position, a phenomenon known as ‘tone case’ in Bantu studies (see for instance Schadeberg 1986, Kavari et al. 2012).

2.2 The noun class system

Noun classes can be defined as sets of nouns that trigger the same agreement pattern. Noun class assignment is typically coded by means of a nominal class prefix in the Bantu languages. Bantuists use numbers, rather than labels such as ‘feminine’ or ‘neuter’, to refer to individual noun classes. Numbers are assigned to classes in individual languages on the basis of cognacy. Odd numbers are used for classes that contain singular nouns and even numbers for plural classes, with some exceptions, most notably class 12 (SG) and 13 (PL). Singular – plural class pairings are usually called ‘genders’. The classic Swahili G42 examples in (1) show the noun class prefixes and agreement prefixes of the noun -kapu ‘basket’ in the singular (class 7) and plural (class 8).

(1) Swahili G42 (Welmers 1973: 171)
      7-basket NP7-big NP7-one SP7-PST-fall-FV
      ‘One large basket fell.’
      8-basket NP8-big NP8-three SP8-PST-fall-FV
      ‘Three large baskets fell.’

Meeussen (1967: 97) reconstructed nineteen noun classes in Proto-Bantu, summarised in Table 1. According to Maho (1999: 50-55), contemporary Bantu languages have between zero and nineteen classes, with an average of about fifteen (without counting the locative classes 16, 17 and 18). The most common genders are 1/2, 3/4, 5/6, 7/8, 9/10, 11/6, 11/10, 12/13 and 14/6 (Maho 1999: 54). Classes from number 12 (included) upward generally contain less nouns than the other classes. The distribution of nouns over the noun classes is little studied, but appears to be quite variable across Bantu. Class 1, for instance, tends to be very small in (north)western languages and larger in the East and South. Class 7, in contrast, is usually much larger in the West than in the East.
Table 1: The Proto-Bantu noun class system as reconstructed by Meeussen (1967: 97)

Languages that have fully or nearly lost their noun class system are very rare among the Bantu languages, an observation that has sometimes been used as an - obviously imperfect - criterion for distinguishing Narrow Bantu from related language groups, where typologically diverse reduced class systems are common (see Good 2012 for an overview of most of Niger-Congo). An example of a language classified as Narrow Bantu that has lost its noun class system is Polri A92 (Wega Simeu 2012). A small set of about five nouns with a human denotation and a vowel initial stem has a different prefix in the singular (mV-) as in (2a) and the plural (ɓò-) as in (2b). Plural formation for all other nouns, such as sámá ‘sheep’ in (2c), involves the use of the plural marker ɓɛ̀ in NP-initial position, as in in (2d). There is no agreement in number or class anywhere. Plural NPs with a prenominal modifier have to start with the plural morpheme, also when their head noun has plural marking, as shown in (2b).

(2) Polri A92 (Wega Simeu 2012)

a. jíkɛ́ mw-ān jà wàŋɔ̀-ím
   other SG-child DEM come-HOD.PST
   ‘That other child has come.’

b. ɓè jíkɛ́ bw-ān jà wàŋɔ̀-ím
   PL other PL-child DEM come-HOD.PST
   ‘Those other children have come.’

c. jíkɛ́ sámá jà wàŋɔ̀-ím
   other sheep DEM come-HOD.PST
   ‘That other sheep has come.’

d. ɓè jíkɛ́ sámá jà wàŋɔ̀-ím
   PL other sheep DEM come-HOD.PST
   ‘Those other sheep have come.’

Most Bantu languages that lack noun classes, such as Polri A92 or Bila D32, are in contact with non-Benue-Congo languages, and contact induced change has been suggested as an explanation for the loss of classes in these cases (see for instance Dimmendaal 2011: 196). However, Nzadi B865 shows that the very strong reduction of noun classes can also be due to purely language-internal changes (Crane et al. 2011).

2.2.1 Counting noun classes

Establishing the number of noun classes in a language is not as straightforward as it may seem. Different authors have used different criteria, depending on their goals. One option is to distinguish noun classes (sets of nouns that trigger the same agreement pattern) from morphological classes (sets of nouns with identical number marking). The advantages of this approach are that it provides the most accurate synchronic analysis of the nominal morphosyntax, and that it allows for straightforward cross-linguistic comparison with other systems of grammatical gender. The disadvantage of this approach is that it is not very
compatible with the comparative concepts ‘class 1’, ‘class 2’, etc. developed in the Bantuist linguistic tradition, so that adopting it complicates Bantu internal comparison. The reason for this is that there are many instances of noun classes whose agreement patterns have merged in the history of individual languages, whereas their nominal class markers have remained unchanged. Therefore, most Bantuists prefer to follow the tradition of splitting up sets of nouns that trigger the same agreement pattern into two or more classes if they have different nominal prefixes and if they participate in different singular-plural pairings, or if one set contains singular nouns and the other plural nouns. For instance, Makwe G402 has two sets of nouns that trigger the same agreement pattern in the singular: one with a prefix \( \text{mu-} \) and plurals of class 4; and one with a prefix \( u- \sim \text{lu-} \) and plurals in class 4, 6, 10, 10a or 10b. Following Bantuist practice, Devos (2008: 43) treats these as two separate classes, 3 and 11 respectively, which reflects the historical origin of the difference in nominal prefix.

Bantuists also have the somewhat inconsistent habit of distinguishing between a class 15 and a class 17, even though these two classes tend to have exactly the same nominal prefix and agreement pattern. Class 17 is one of the locative classes, together with 16 and 18. Its class marker can be added as a pre-prefix to a full noun to derive a locative noun, which can trigger agreement according to the locative class or its original noun class, depending on the language and/or the construction. Class 15, on the other hand, is the class of infinitives in most Bantu languages, except in the north of the domain, where infinitives are often of class 5, sometimes also other classes (cf. Forges 1983, Hadermann 1999). Class 15 also contains a small set of canonical nouns, mostly body part terms. Six have been reconstructed in Proto-Bantu with a plural in class 6: \( *-\text{bókò} \) ‘arm’, \( *-\text{gʊ̀dʊ̀} \) ‘leg’, \( *-\text{tʊ́ì} \) ‘ear’, \( *-\text{dúɩ̀} \) ‘knee’ and \( *-\text{jápà} \) ‘armpit’ (Doneux 1967). The arguments for splitting agreement class 15-17 into two distinct noun classes, when explicitly mentioned, are rather diverse and usually not compatible with any working definition of noun classes.

When sets of singular nouns trigger the same agreement pattern and have their plural in the same class, but differ in the shape of their nominal prefix in ways that are not phonologically predictable, they tend to be divided into subclasses. Bantu subclasses are typically labelled by means of a letter after the class number. For example, Devos (2008) distinguishes in Makwe G402 between class 10 (prefix \( \text{ji-} \)), class 10a (prefix \( \emptyset \)) and class 10b (prefix \( \text{jiN-} \)). Such subclasses and their labels are typically language-specific, or even description-specific, with one notable exception: class 1a, which can be found throughout Bantu. The so-called class 1a was first systematically described by Doke (1927) as a set of nouns that lack a prefix in the singular and usually trigger class 1 agreement. It typically contains proper names, some kinship terms, personified animals and borrowings. Class 1a is radically different from the other subclasses. Its lack of a nominal prefix in most languages is not due to prefix loss, but goes back to Proto-Bantu at least. It can be explained by pointing out that proper names and certain suppletive kin terms tend to lack a determiner in the languages of the world, or an augment in the Bantu languages (see Section 3), because they are inherently determined. Names for personified animals function as proper names and borrowings are easily attracted to any class without an overt class marker. The plurals of class 1a nouns are often marked by an element \( \text{ba(a)} \) or \( \text{(b)ɔ} \) in which case they trigger the same agreement pattern as nouns of class 2 and are treated as belonging to subclass 2a, when the vowel of the marker is \( a \) or \( 2b \), when the plural marker has a back vowel. In Eton A71, the class 2b marker \( \text{bɔ} \) has the phonological characteristics of a separate word and I have analysed it as a number word (Van de Velde 2006a), an analysis that may be extended to other Bantu languages. Class 2a/2b markers often express associativity. Associative constructions are used to refer to collectives that consist of an identified referent and a number of associate referents. The relation between
the identified referent and its associates can be metonymic, i.e. based on contiguity, or metaphoric, i.e. based on similarities. The former type is typically reserved for human referents in the languages of the world (a), but in some Bantu languages it can also be used with place names (4a). Examples of metaphoric associativity, also called ‘similative plurals’ (Daniel & Moravcsik 2005), can be found in different parts of the Bantu speaking area, as shown in (3b) and (4b).

(3) Mongo C61 (Hulstaert 1965: 145)
   a. *baa Byeka*
      ‘Byeka and his family/pupils/followers...’
   b. *baa mésá*
      ‘tables and similar things; tables, for instance; tables and the like’

(4) Xhosa S41 (Hendrikse 1990: 391), oo is the class 2b marker
   a. *oomaRhini < oo + amaRhini*
      ‘Grahamstown and environment’
   b. *ookulamba < oo + ukulamba*
      ‘hunger and similar feelings; hunger and the like’

2.2.2 Semantics

There is widespread agreement among Bantuists that the gender assignment of a noun cannot generally be predicted on the basis of its meaning, but that the noun class systems of Bantu languages are not devoid of semantic regularities either. Disagreement exists about whether or not the gender assignment of all or most nouns can be shown to be semantically motivated, if not in contemporary languages, then at least in a proto-stage.

One area in which gender assignment could in principle be clearly shown to be semantically motivated is the integration of borrowings into the noun class system (cf. Mous, this volume). Unfortunately, there is no thorough comparative study on this subject. In my experience, gender assignment on semantic grounds is relatively exceptional and mostly restricted to language names and some nouns for human beings. Most often, borrowings are assigned to classes on formal grounds. Either they are inserted into classes that have no, or no clearly recognisable prefix, such as class 9, 5 or 1a, or the initial segments of their stem are reinterpreted as an existing class prefix. Note in this respect that for comparative-historical reasons class 9 is often analysed as having a nasal prefix *N-* , but that in many languages the plural (class 10) has the same initial nasal, which therefore does not commute with anything else, and is strictly speaking not morphologically separable from the stem, unless, perhaps, in some deverbal nouns, where it can be analysed as a derivational affix.

The remainder of this section will be devoted to a number of uncontroversial semantic characteristics of Bantu class systems, starting with gender assignment and then discussing meaning in grammar. The human/non-human distinction will be a recurrent theme. Due to space limitations, this section cannot do justice to the extensive literature on the subject. A more elaborate introduction with many references can be found in Maho (1999: 63-99).

2.2.2.1 Gender assignment

The first semantic regularity that naturally comes to mind is the semantic homogeneity of gender 1/2 in many languages, which tends to be restricted to nouns with human reference.
However, it is quite common to find terms for humans in other classes, especially if they are used to refer to persons with unusual characteristics. Second, words for liquids are typically found in class 6. Other semantic sub-regularities in gender assignment that have been pointed out in the literature are not Bantu-wide, or they tend to show many more exceptions. Language names, for instance, tend to be of class 7 or of class 11 and nouns for abstract concepts are in class 14 in many languages.

Many patterns of nominal derivation have a target gender, in which they create semantically coherent subgroups. Agentive nouns assigned to gender 1/2 are a typical example (cf. Schadeberg & Bostoen, this volume). Special cases are evaluative and locative denominal derivation. When used derivationally, locative class markers are normally additive, i.e. added to the inherent class marker, whereas diminutive and augmentative prefixes can be either substitutive, i.e. replacing the inherent class marker, or additive, with a general preference for the former. Typical diminutive classes are 12 and 19, sometimes 5. Class 7 is the most recurrent augmentative class. Other combinations of classes and evaluative meanings can be found too. For instance, class 5 can have an augmentative meaning in some languages and class 7 a diminutive one.

The grammaticalisation of evaluative morphemes can lead to the emergence of new class markers. In Eton A71, a diminutive can be formed of any noun by means of the proclitic mɔ̀H= (plural bɔ̀H=), historically derived from the noun m-ɔ̀ŋɔ́ (cl.1) / b-ɔ̀ŋɔ́ (cl.2) ‘child(ren)’. These procliticised diminutives trigger agreement pattern 1 in the singular and 2 in the plural, as predicted by their etymology. Leitch (2003: 400) analyses Babole C101 as having a diminutive gender 19/20, with a prefix mwá- in the singular and báná- in the plural. These too are derived from the gender 1/2 noun ‘child’, but they can be analysed as the markers of a separate noun class, because they trigger a unique agreement pattern. These agreement patterns correspond to those of class 19 and 13 respectively in other Bantu languages, typical diminutive classes. So at one point in the history of Babole, the noun for ‘child’ must have been used as the head of a genitive phrase to express a diminutive meaning, in which case it triggered semantic agreement.

2.2.2.2 Meaning and grammar

We speak of semantic agreement, as opposed to syntactic agreement, when the choice of an agreement pattern depends on aspects of the meaning of the controller rather than on its morphological class defined by the nominal prefix (Corbett 1991). Here, the link between noun classes and semantics is more straightforward than in gender assignment. The best known example is animate agreement, as found especially in zone K and among the coastal languages of zone G and E (Wald 1975, Maho 1999: 124), where animate nouns trigger agreement pattern 1 in the singular and 2 in the plural, whatever the morphological class to which they belong, as shown in (3b), where the Swahili class 7 noun kiboko ‘hippo’ triggers class 1 agreement of both the demonstrative and the verbal object prefix, in contrast to kisu ‘knife’ which triggers syntactic class 7 agreement.

(3)  Swahili G42 (Wald 1975: 241-242)
   a.  ki-le  ki-su,  ni-li-ki-on-a.
       PP7-DEM 7-knife SP1SG-PST-OP7-see-FV
       ‘That knife, I saw it.’
       PP1-DEM 7-hippo  SP1SG-PST-OP1-see-FV
‘That hippo, I saw it.’

There is some variation between languages concerning the obligatoriness of its application and the agreement targets that are involved. For the latter, Corbett’s (1979) agreement hierarchy (attributive < predicate < relative pronoun < personal pronoun) makes the right predictions, viz. the higher (i.e. the more to the right) an agreement target is on the hierarchy, the more likely it is to have semantic agreement. In fact, the Bantu languages might require a refinement of the hierarchy, since adnominal modifiers can be split into possessive pronouns versus the others. Possessive pronouns are at the bottom of the hierarchy, i.e. most likely to agree according to the morphological class of the head noun (more on this in Section 5).

The notion of animate agreement can only make sense when it is opposed to syntactic agreement. It should not be confounded with the situation found in the few Bantu languages that have a radically restructured class system in which animacy determines gender assignment. An interesting example is Kako A93, which has the typologically unusual characteristic of distinguishing two genders in the plural, but none in the singular (Ernst 1992: 34). Kako does not have nominal prefixes on singular nouns. Plural nouns take the prefix $bè$-(1(4a-b) if they are animate and $mè$- if they are inanimate (4c-d). These prefixes also mark agreement in gender within the noun phrase (4e-f).

(4) Kako A93 (Ernst 1992)

a. *mbam* ‘the man’ / *bè- mbam* ‘the men’
b. *mbiyè* ‘the dog’ / *bè- mbiyè* ‘the dogs’
c. *gwàlɔ̀* ‘the hoe’ / *mè- gwàlɔ̀* ‘the hoes’
d. *tù* ‘the house’ / *mè-tù* ‘the houses’
e. *bè- ngo ba-ka* ‘these pigs’
f. *mè- kando ma-ka* ‘these clothes’

The main variety of Lingala C36d, also called ‘Kinshasa Lingala’ (Meeuwis 2010: 37), has retained a typical Bantu system of morphological classes: eleven noun prefixes define fifteen classes plus two subclasses, if one counts in a traditional Bantuist way, taking into account singular-plural pairings of nouns. The nominal prefixes have inflectional uses (number marking) and derivational uses. However, the morphological class of a noun is completely irrelevant for the agreement it triggers. Agreement in gender is restricted to subject markers on verbs and defines two genders: Animate and Inanimate. Animate controllers trigger a subject prefix $a$- in the singular and $ba$- in the plural; inanimate controllers trigger the subject marker $e$- in the singular and the plural. Therefore, despite its full set of nominal prefixes, the grammatical gender of Lingala C36d is typologically more similar to that of Kako A93 or English than to that of the majority of Bantu languages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SG</th>
<th>PL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>*mo-</td>
<td>*ba-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1a</td>
<td>*∅-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>*mo-</td>
<td>*mi-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/6</td>
<td>*li-</td>
<td>*ma-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>*e-</td>
<td>*bi-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7a</td>
<td>*ki-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/10</td>
<td>*∅-</td>
<td>*ba-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>*lo-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Morphological classes in Lingala C36d

Another kind of semantic agreement could be called ‘superclassing’, in that it involves a hierarchical organisation of the agreement patterns of a language along semantic lines. This is described for a number of multi-class stems in Ciluba L31a, such as the non-selective interrogative stem -nyi, the indefinite stem -ntu and the locative adverbials (van den Eynde & Mufuta 1994). Thus, wherever one can use the indefinites mu-ntu ‘somebody’ (class 1), ci-ntu ‘something’ (class 7) or ka-ntu ‘a small person or thing’ (class 12), the use of the more general term ci-ntu ‘some entity’ (class 7) is felicitous as well. Likewise, wherever one can use ku-ntu ‘some direction’ (class 17) or mu-ntu ‘some place inside’ (class 18), one can also always use pa-ntu ‘somewhere’ (class 16), which can have the more specific meaning of ‘some place outside’ too. This shows class 7 and 16 to be at the top of a semantic hierarchy of agreement patterns for entities and locations respectively. The locative hierarchy is illustrated by the use of adverbials in (5) (van den Eynde & Mufuta 1994: 102). In examples (7a) and (7b) the same message can be expressed in two ways. The initial demonstrative can either agree in noun class with the locative noun, or it can take the default locative form of class 16. These options are not available in (7c), because the default locative class is identical to the one for the specific meaning of superposition. Examples (7d-g) are ungrammatical because the demonstrative fails to agree with the noun, whether by syntactic agreement or by superclassing.

(5) Ciluba L31a (van den Eynde & Mufuta 1994)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>mu-ntu</td>
<td>somebody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ci-ntu</td>
<td>some entity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>ka-ntu</td>
<td>a small person or thing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>ku-ntu</td>
<td>some direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>mu-ntu</td>
<td>some place inside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>pa-ntu</td>
<td>somewhere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>ku-ntu</td>
<td>some place outside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>mu-ntu</td>
<td>some place inside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>pa-ntu</td>
<td>somewhere</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A similar semantically based hierarchical organisation of the class system is at work in contexts of enforced agreement, e.g. where conjoined NPs in subject position have to agree with the verb, a situation also known as concord resolution (cf. Marten & Downing, this volume, Section 3.4).

A special case of enforced agreement can be found with proper name and suppletive kin term controllers (Van de Velde 2006b, 2009). In some languages they trigger a default agreement pattern, e.g. class 9 for place names in Makwe G402 (Devos 2008: 61). This default pattern may be mixed, as in Orungu B11b, where names trigger class 9 agreement within the nominal constituent and class 1 agreement on verbs and pronouns (Van de Velde & Ambouroué 2011).
Similarly, in Kagulu G12, suppletive kin terms trigger agreement pattern 5 (SG) or 10 (PL) on possessive pronouns and 1/2 on other agreement targets (Petzell 2008: 56). In other languages, such as Gikuyu E51 and Rundi JD62, as shown in (6), proper names and suppletive kin terms trigger the same agreement pattern as the basic level term that expresses their categorical presuppositional meaning (Van de Velde 2009).

(6)  Rundi JD62 (Van de Velde 2009)
   a. u-ru-kara ‘black’ (cl. 11); u-muu-ntu ‘person’ (cl.1); i-m-bwá ‘dog’ (cl.9)
   b. Rukara a-rikó a-ra-fiuungur-a
      Rukara SP1-PROG SP1-DJ-eat-IPFV
      ‘Rukara (a person) is eating.’
   c. Rukara i-rikó i-ra-ry-ā
      Rukara SP9-PROG SP9-DJ-eat-IPFV
      ‘Rukara (a dog) is eating.’
   d. u-muu-ntu ‘person’ (cl. 1); i-nká ‘cow’ (cl. 9)
   e. nyina a-ra-ryam-ye
      mother SP1-DJ-sleep-PFV
      ‘His/her mother is sleeping.’ (person)
   f. nyina i-ra-ryam-ye
      mother SP1-DJ-sleep-PFV
      ‘His/her mother is sleeping.’ (cow)

The so-called class 1a, the mixed agreement patterns of Orungu B11b and Kagulu G12 and the semantic proper name agreement of Rundi JD62 and Gikuyu E51 are basically the same phenomenon, which can be dealt with coherently by analysing proper names and grammatically similar common nouns as being classless and the agreement they trigger as a kind of enforced agreement (Van de Velde 2006b).

So far, we have seen three types of semantic agreement, viz. animate agreement, superclassing and agreement determined by the categorical sense of proper name controllers. A fourth type could be called ‘evaluative agreement’. It can be observed in at least two contexts. The first is found in those languages with animate agreement, such as Swahili G42 and Ndengeleko P11 (Ström 2013: 190), where nouns with animate reference obligatorily trigger agreement patterns 1 or 2 on all or most targets, except when they are derived diminutive or augmentative nouns. In that case, as illustrated in (7), they trigger the agreement pattern of the diminutive or augmentative class.

(7)  Ndengeleko P11 (Ström 2013: 163, 195)
   a. m-bésa a-űū
      10-hare NP2-white
      ‘White hares.’
   b. ka-pésa ka-űū
      12-hare NP2-white
      ‘Little white hare.’

When the lexical class of a noun with animate reference is the same as one of the evaluative classes, as in Swahili G42 (8), agreement alone signals whether the noun is derived (Gregersen 1967: 19). Adherents of modular approaches to grammar may find this an interesting example of denominal derivation signalled by the syntax rather than the morphology.
Agreement in examples like (6b) and (6e) is usually analysed as syntactic agreement, e.g. in Wald (1975: 273). However, it is impossible to account for it without making reference to the semantic properties of the head noun. The fact that evaluative agreement outranks animate agreement can be ascribed to the conspiracy of formal and semantic conditions in evaluative agreement.

The second context in which evaluative agreement can be observed provides independent evidence for its analysis as a type of semantic agreement. It is found in languages such as Rundi JD62, where the agreement pattern of proper name and suppletive kin term controllers is determined by their presuppositional meaning. Since emotive connotations are typically part of the meaning of names (Van Langendonck 2007: 83), it is not surprising that they can trigger evaluative agreement of diminutive class 12 or augmentative class 7, as shown in (9a-c). This option is not available for common noun controllers, which always trigger syntactic agreement, as shown in (9d-e).

The fifth and last type of semantic agreement is locative agreement. It can be argued to exist in some of the languages that derive locative nouns from other nouns by means of a suffix. These languages are spoken in zones E, G, F, P and S, i.e. the Eastern part of the Bantu area from North to South. The most common locative suffix is a form similar to -inu (Grégoire 1975). There is a small group of languages of zone G in which locative nouns are derived from non-locative nouns uniquely by means of a suffix, i.e. without also adding a locative class prefix, and in which locative nouns can trigger agreement of class 16, 17 or 18 according to the type of location the speaker wishes to express, as the Bondei G24 examples in (10) show. Even if one chooses to analyse the locative suffix as a formally unusual class
marker, the choice between three different agreement patterns can only be analysed in terms of semantic agreement.

(10) Bondei G24 (Grégoire 1975: 192)

a. nyumba-ni mw-ako (18-POSS2SG) ‘in your house’
b. nyumba-ni ha-kwe (16-POSS3SG) ‘close to his house’
c. nyumba-ni kw-etu (17-POSS1PL) ‘at our house’

To conclude, although lexical gender assignment has received most attention in studies on the semantic basis of Bantu noun class systems, evidence for semantic regularities is stronger in the grammar, i.e. derivation and agreement.

3 THE AUGMENT

The term ‘augment’ (also ‘initial vowel’ or ‘pre-prefix’) is used by Bantuists to refer to an element that precedes the class prefix of nouns and some adnominal or nominalised modifiers and that changes neither the class assignment of the noun, nor its lexical meaning, nor the syntactic positions it can occupy. In Meeussen’s (1967) tentative Proto-Bantu reconstruction, the augment is a separate word that is formally identical to a pronominal prefix. Since the augment is pervasive in Bantu and since it hasn’t been the object of a comparative study since De Blois (1970), I will go into considerable detail discussing the shape (Section 3.1), use (Section 3.2) and origin (Section 3.3) of the augment.

3.1 Shape

Contemporary languages can be typologised according to the shape of their augment (cf. De Blois 1970: for a comparative overview). The reconstructed CV-shape, identical to the reconstructed shape of the pronominal prefix, can be found in a very restricted set of Eastern languages of zones J and G. Interestingly, the augment in these languages often only has a CV-shape in classes 1, 3, 4, 6 and 10, i.e. the nasal classes, in which the segmental form of the pronominal prefix differs from that of the nominal prefix. In other classes, the form of the augment is reduced to a vowel identical to that of the class prefix. A variation on this pattern can be found in Swati S43, for example, where the nasal classes have a V-augment and the other classes have no segmental augment (Ziervogel & Mabuza 1976). Given its distribution, the reduction of the augment to a single vowel may be explainable as partial haplology (see Patin et al. this volume for a synchronic case of allomorphy of the augment of class 7 that can be interpreted along the same lines). In most languages that have an augment, its shape is V-in all classes. Here, languages differ according to whether they have a “full” paradigm of three augment vowels, i.e. the three vowels that can be found in pronominal prefixes, or whether the paradigm has been partly or fully reduced. An example of the former is Rundi JD62 in (11), where we find i- in class 4, 5, 7, 8 and 10, u- in class 1, 3, 11, 13, 14, 15 and 18, and a- in class 2, 6, 12 and 16 (Meeussen 1959: 62). Note that u and i are the reflexes of PB *ʊ and *ɪ in Rundi and that the augment vowels correspond to those of the pronominal prefixes reconstructed for their respective classes (see Table 1).

(11) Rundi JD62 (Meeussen 1959: 71)

ù-mùù-ntù / à-bàà-ntù ‘person/s’ class 1/2
i-kiil-ntù / i-biili-ntù ‘thing/s’ class 7/8
In partly reduced paradigms, the reflex of *a has been replaced by that of *i or *ʊ. Fully reduced paradigms have the same augment vowel in all classes. De Blois (1970) cites Kimbundu H21 (o- in all classes), Hunde JD51 (everywhere a-) and Tonga M64 (always i-) as examples of the latter type, among many others. It is not always clear in such cases whether we are dealing with an augment according to the definition given at the beginning of this section or with a different morpheme altogether, as discussed for Eton A71, Fang A75 and Basaa A43a below. Some languages, scattered over the Bantu domain, do not have an augment, but show traces of its previous existence, which De Blois (1970: 107) calls ‘latent augment’. Typically, these traces can be found in the tone and/or vowel quality of grammatical morphemes that end in -a, such as the Final Vowel of verb forms, the stem -a of the connective relator, and the comitative-instrumental preposition *nà. The Shona S10 examples in (12b, d & f) show the effect of the latent augment on the vowel of the simulative marker sá. There is no context in the language in which the nouns in (12a, c, e and g) appear with an initial vowel. The word for ‘tree’, for instance, is never realised as umùtí. Example (12f) shows that changes in the quality of the simulative vowel cannot be ascribed to assimilation and (12h) shows that we do not find an altered simulative vowel in front of a noun of class 1a, i.e. in front of nouns that should never have had an augment.

(12) Shona S10 (Mudzingwa & Kadenge 2013: 89)
   a. mù-tí ‘tree’ (cl 3)
   b. só=mù-tí ‘like a tree’
   c. tʃí-tó Já ‘locust’ (cl 7)
   d. sé=tʃí-tó Já ‘like a locust’
   e. gɔdɔ ‘bone’ (cl 5)
   f. sé=gɔdɔ ‘like a bone’
   g. sèkúrú ‘uncle’ (cl 1a)
   h. sá=sèkúrú ‘like uncle’

Finally, there are many Bantu languages that do not have an augment or traces of it, especially in the north-west of the Bantu area.

3.2 Use

The definition of the augment provided at the beginning of Section 3 is necessarily restricted to formal characteristics. The use of the augment is too language-specific to allow for a crosslinguistically valid functional definition. In many languages it depends on an intricate set of conditions, including propositional act function (Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2), syntactic context (Section 3.2.3), discourse-referential properties (Section 3.2.4) and stylistics (Section 3.2.5).

In the majority of Bantu languages that have an augment, the default form of nouns is the augmented form. It is therefore usually more insightful and economic to provide conditions for its absence than for its presence (Greenberg 1978). The reason for this is that nouns are prototypically used to refer (Croft 2001: 88) and that the augment typically codes the propositional act of referring. It is therefore often absent in contexts where nouns are not used to refer and in those where nouns are inherently referential. The following is a comparative overview of the most recurrent conditions on the presence versus absence of the augment on nominal heads. These conditions are sometimes in competition and they are here presented in decreasing order of dominance.
3.2.1 Absence of the augment on nouns that are not used to refer

Nouns are not referring in vocatives, and also not in some cases when they are used for modification or predication. There are many augment languages where nouns used as vocatives lack an augment. In Zulu S42, for instance, “the general rule for the formation of vocatives from nouns is as follows: Elide the initial vowel of the noun-prefix” (Doke 1997: 280): umuntu > muntu (O person!).

Descriptions of individual languages are sometimes contradictory, as is the case for Ganda JE15, which has been described as lacking an augment in the vocative at least since Torrend (1891). However, vocatives do have an initial vowel augment according to Hyman & Katamba (1993), unless if followed by a second person pronoun. This may be due to dialectal differences and/or to language change.

Another context in which nouns are not used to refer is in attributive nominal predication. Predicate nouns lack the augment in Bemba M42, if they are not used to identify the subject.

(13) Bemba M42 (Givón 2001: 123)
   a. uyu u-muu-ntu muu-puupu
      DEM1 AUG-1-person 1-thief
      ‘This person is a thief.’
   b. uyu u-muu-ntu u-muu-puupu
      DEM1 AUG-1-person AUG-1-thief
      ‘This person is the/a thief (I told you about).’

A reflex of the absence of the augment in this use can be found in the phenomenon of predicative lowering in Makhuwa P31, a change in the tone pattern of nouns when they are used predicatively (Van der Wal 2006).

Finally, in some cases the absence of an augment could be attributed to the fact that the noun is used to modify, rather than to refer. De Blois (1970: 127) lists a number of eastern Bantu languages in which nouns lose their augment in adverbal use, i.e. when they modify a verb. In Gusii JE42, for instance, the adverb botuko ‘at night’ is derived from the class 14 noun obotuko ‘night’ by dropping the augment. Likewise, nouns tend to lack the augment when they are in the second, non-referring position of compounds, as in the Zulu S42 example in (14).

(14) Zulu S42 (Buell 2009, citing von Staden 1973)
    u-m-lindimasango ‘gatekeeper’ < u-m-lindi + a-ma-sango
    AUG-1-gatekeeper AUG-1-guard AUG-6-gate

Thus far, we saw examples of the absence of an augment where nouns are not used to refer. The flip side of the coin is that the augment can be present on word classes other than nouns, when elements that usually fulfil the propositional act of modifying are nominalised and used to refer. Examples can be found in Nande JD42 (Valinande 1984), where adjectives, possessive pronouns and other adnominal modifiers can function as NPs if they are preceded by an augment (15).

(15) Nande JD42 (Valinande 1984: 642, 709, 714)
3.2.2  Absence of the augment on nouns that are inherently referential

Proper names tend to lack an augment for a reason that is exactly the opposite of the non-referentiality discussed in Section 3.2.1. Unlike common nouns, proper names are inherently referential. Their referential status never needs to be coded, which is also the reason why they lack a noun class prefix, i.e. why they tend to belong to the so-called class 1a. There is a small number of languages in zones G, M and S, in which the nouns of this category do have an augment, but lack a class prefix. In languages such as Rundi JD62, proper names are productively derived by omitting the augment of a common noun (Meeussen 1959, Van de Velde 2009). The nominal prefix of the source noun is morphologically integrated into the name stem. It is often pointed out that personified animals in fairy tales have the same behaviour as proper names. In fact, they are names. Another category of nouns that behave like names, but that can be distinguished from them, are kinship terms, especially the suppletive ones, which are also inherently referring in any given discourse context, due to the deictic element in their definition. Suppletive kinship terms such as kitàáwê ‘his father’ and bàzé ‘my husband’ never take an initial vowel augment in Ga nda JE15 (Hyman & Katamba 1993: 222). When borrowings are integrated into class 1a on formal grounds, i.e. due to their lack of a recognisable class marker, they are often fully assimilated to proper names, also in their incompatibility with the augment.

3.2.3  Absence of the augment in certain syntactic environments

Together with the propositional act function, the syntactic context is the most widespread conditioning factor for the presence or absence of the augment. Usually, it determines whether the use of the augment is prohibited, obligatory or syntactically optional, but only for those nouns that are not inherently augmentless for reasons specified in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. Hence, the propositional act function generally outranks the syntactic context as a conditioning factor. On clause level, the augment is often absent or contrastive, i.e. syntactically optional, on the object of a negative verb form. In Ganda JE15, the augment is likewise absent on an object noun when it is under focus as in (16b) (Hyman & Katamba 1993).

(16)  Ganda JE15 (Hyman & Katamba 1993: 228)

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>y-à-gúl-ìr-à</td>
<td>à-bá-ànà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SP1-PST-buy-APPL-FV</td>
<td>AUG-2-child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘He bought the children books.’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>y-à-gúl-ìr-à</td>
<td>bà-ànà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SP1-PST-buy-APPL-FV</td>
<td>2-child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘He bought THE CHILDREN books.’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the level of the noun phrase, head nouns often lose their augment in the presence of (certain types of) preposed modifiers. The augment can then either function as a phrasal affix and appear on the prenominal modifier (17) or be left out (18).

(17)  Nande JD42 (Valinande 1984: 819)
a. ɔ̀-mʊ̀-tɩ́  ‘the tree’

b. ɔ̀-ɣʊ̀-ntɩ̀ mʊ̀-tɩ́  ‘the other tree’

(18) Zulu S42 (Buell 2009)
a. ɪ-ndawo leyo  ‘that place’
b. le ndawo  ‘this place’

Locative prefixes are also often incompatible with the augment. In many languages they are not preceded by the augment of their own locative class, nor are they followed by the augment of the noun to which they attach, but exceptions to both types of absence of the augment occur (De Blois 1970: 117-119, Grégoire 1975: 156-169).

A few postnominal modifiers have been found to be incompatible with the augment too, at least in parts of the Bantu domain, such as the interrogative ‘how many’ (Grégoire & Janssens 1999: 417).

A completely different type of syntactic conditioning within the noun phrase is attested in Basaa A43a and in the A70 languages, where the non-augmented form is the default form of nouns and an augment appears if and only if the noun is restrictively modified by certain adnominal modifiers. The augmented form can therefore be analysed as a construct form of the noun (Van de Velde 2017). The set of modifiers that require the augmented/construct form is language specific, but always includes postnominal demonstratives. Note, however, that the form of the augment in these languages is an invariant vowel í- or é-, sometimes reduced to a floating high tone, which makes it hard to determine whether this form is cognate with the forms identified as the augment in other Bantu languages.

3.2.4 Absence of the augment with indefinite or non-specific nouns

In many Bantu languages, an augmented form of the noun can contrast with a non-augmented form, at least in some syntactic contexts, sometimes including nouns in isolation. The augment is usually described as expressing definiteness or specificity in such cases. Unfortunately, evidence for this tends to be restricted to isolated examples accompanied by a translation equivalent in French or English that contains a definite article for the Bantu form with an augment and an indefinite article for that without an augment (21). An oft-cited example of a language in which the augment is claimed to express definiteness is Zamba C322 (Bokamba 1971, Kamanda Kola 1994). Other examples include Ngazidja G44a (cf. Patin et al, this volume) and Nande JD42 (Valinande 1984: 432). These three languages have in common that the use of the augment on nouns modified by a postnominal demonstrative is obligatory.

(19) Zamba C322 (Kamanda Kola 1994: 402)
a. bá-bá- áná  bá-nd’ ó-dán-á
   AUG2-2-child SP2-PROG INF-play-FV
   ‘The children are playing.’

b. bá-áná  bá-nd’ ó-dán-á
   2-child SP2-PROG INF-play-FV
   ‘Children are playing.’

Patin (2017) does provide evidence for the use of the augment as a marker of definiteness in Shingazidja, in contexts where its use is syntactically optional. Similar evidence may exist for
languages such as Zamba and Nande. Note that in none of these languages the augment is entirely dedicated to the expression of definiteness. In Zamba C322, for instance, it also functions as a nominaliser of modifiers and as an intensifier on nouns (including infinitives).

In the absence of clear evidence, some scepticism is warranted by the fact that relying on translation equivalents in European languages in order to establish whether the augment expresses definiteness can be treacherous. An example of this can be found in Fang Ntumu A75A, where the augment has been claimed to be a marker of definiteness (Ondo Mebiame 2001). However, Fang being an A70 language, the conditioning for the appearance of the augment is basically syntactic (see my claim in Section 3.2.3). The augment is triggered by the presence of certain types of modifiers that can be functionally characterised as anchoring (or localising) (Rijkhoff 2002: 173-212).iii

Anchoring modifiers are those modifiers that allow the hearer to identify the referent of the noun phrase in the world of discourse by locating it in space or by linking it to an already identified entity. Modifiers that allow both an anchoring and a non-anchoring use are responsible for the impression that the augment marks definiteness, since the presence of an anchoring modifier changes the discourse-referential properties of a nominal constituent. The only concrete indication for calling the augment a definiteness marker in Fang Ntumu A75A is that the modifier -fə́ translates as ‘the other’ when the head noun takes an augment and as ‘another’ in the absence of an augment. However, it is clear that the presence of the augment changes the type of modification from non-selective to selective (and therefore anchoring), which merely implies a definite interpretation of the head noun. This analysis is confirmed by word order in the nominal constituent, in that anchoring modifiers obligatorily follow other types of modifiers in the A70 languages. Adnominal -fə́ in Fang Ntumu A75A can precede or follow a cardinal number in the absence of an augment (20a-b), but it has to follow when the head noun is augmented (20c-d) (Van de Velde 2017).

(20) Fang Ntumu A75A (Van de Velde 2017)
   a. mə́-tá mə́-bɛ́ mə́-fə́
      mə̀-tá mə́-bɛ̌-mə́-fə́
      6-pile PP6-two PP6-other
      ‘Two other piles.’
   b. mə́-tá mə́-bɛ́ mə́-fə́
      mə̀-tá mə́-bɛ̌-mə́-fə́
      6-pile PP6-other PP6-two
   c. mə́-tə́ mə́-bɛ́ mə́-fə́
      H-mə́-tə́ mə́-bɛ́-mə́-fə́
      AUG-6-pile PP6-two PP6-other
      ‘The two other piles.’
   d. *mə́-tá mə́-fə́ mə́-bɛ́

The role of the augment as a marker of specificity (or referentiality) in languages in which augmentless nouns can contrast with augmented nouns has been shown more convincingly, most notably for Bemba M42 (Givón 2001: 453). Nouns that are in the scope of a realis proposition are necessarily specific/referring, and therefore must take the augment in Bemba.

(21) Bemba M42 (Givón 2001)
   a. a-a-som-ene i-ci-tabo
      SP1-PST-read-PFV AUG-7-book
‘She read a/the book.’

b. *a-a-som-ene ci-tabo
   ‘She read a book (not a specific one).’

In other contexts, where indefinite nouns are not necessarily referring, the absence of the augment signals non-referentiality.

(22) Bemba M42 (Givón 2001)

a. a-a-fwaay-ile  u-ku-soma  i-ci-tabo
   SP1-PST-want-PFV AUG-15-read AUG-7-book
   ‘She wanted to read a/the book’ (a specific book)

b. a-a-fwaay-ile  uku-soma  ci-tabo
   SP1-PST-want-PFV AUG-15-read 7-book
   ‘She wanted a book to read (any book).’

c. ta-a-a-som-ene  i-ci-tabo
   NEG-SP1-PST-read-PFV AUG-7-book
   ‘He didn’t read the book.’
   *‘He didn’t read a book.’

d. ta-a-a-somene  ci-tabo
   NEG-SP1-PST-read-PFV 7-book
   ‘He didn’t read any book.’

The absence of the augment to signal non-referentiality in these examples is related to the cases of lack of an augment discussed in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. Moreover, the syntactic conditionings on clause level discussed in Section 3.2.3 must result from differences in frequency between a referential and a non-referential reading in contexts where languages such as Bemba M42 allow the presence of the augment to contrast with its absence.

3.2.5 Stylistic and prosodic conditionings

The use of the augment has been reported to be subject to stylistic conditions in some languages. Thus, according to Carter (1963, cited via Greenberg 1978: 254), speakers of Tonga M64 find the excessive use of the augment undignified, and there are considerable differences in the frequency of augment use according to text style. Likewise, a comparative study of eight languages of zone G in which the augment is on its way out or has lost its traditional type of distribution, has shown that the use of the augment depends on register and is sometimes used by communities to differentiate their speech from that of neighbouring groups (Aunio & Petzell 2013).

Finally, Bantu languages tend to “care about” prosodic well formedness of words, affixes and stems, and there are numerous examples of the presence of an augment solely motivated by a necessity to comply to minimality constraint on words, for instance. Thus, Gisu JE31a nouns have an augment in the classes where the pronominal prefix differs segmentally from the nominal prefix, i.e. classes 3, 4, 6 and 10 (see Section 3.1 for this prosodic conditioning). In the other classes, an augment appears only before monosyllabic or vowel-initial stems (De Blois 1970: 94), i.e. u-mu-ndu / ba-ba-ndu ‘person / people’ (cl. 1/2) vs. ba-kana ‘girls’ (cl. 2).
3.3 Origin

It is undeniable that augments or traces of them can be found throughout the Bantu area, also in the north-west (Grégoire & Janssens 1999). Meeussen (1967: 99) tentatively reconstructs it as a prenominal demonstrative form, “a separate word, identical in form with the pronominal prefix, and used as a weak demonstrative, or rather anaphoric, in affirmative, non-predicative constructions, with definite meaning.” Greenberg (1978: 254) characterises the Proto-Bantu augment as (probably) a “stage II” article. Stage II refers to a phase in a continuous evolution of markers that start out as demonstratives (stage zero) and become definite articles, i.e. pragmatically conditioned markers of definiteness (stage I). The presence of these markers subsequently becomes grammatically conditioned. They tend to become obligatory with common nouns, except in a number of language-specific grammatical contexts (stage II). The fact that the article has lost its functional load at stage II can either lead to its generalisation, so that it becomes a mere nominal marker (stage III), or to its erosion and disappearance. Thus, both Meeussen (1967) and Greenberg (1978) reconstruct the Proto-Bantu augment at a rather advanced stage of grammaticalisation, assuming that syntactic restrictions on its distribution already existed before the Bantu languages dispersed. However, it is very difficult to determine whether Proto-Bantu had an augment and, if it did, at what stage of the Greenberg cycle it has to be situated. The reason is that there is ample evidence for the existence of multiple cycles of augment creation and loss in Bantu and beyond. Some of this evidence is presented in the remainder of this section.

For instance, we saw that the augment in Zamba C322 is claimed to express definiteness, i.e. that at least in some of its uses it functions as a Stage I article, which puts it earlier in the cycle of grammaticalisation than the proposed reconstructed augment. Moreover, Zamba is the only language in its region and genealogical subgroup that has a fully functional augment (Kamanda Kola 1994). The other languages of zone C, such as Doko C301 (Twilingiyimana 1984), show at most some traces. The Zamba C322 augment should be interpreted as an innovation, rather than an exceptional retention. Formal evidence for this is provided by the tone of the nominal prefix in Zamba, which Kamanda Kola (1993) analyses as underlyingly high. Since nominal prefixes are low in Proto-Bantu and the contemporary languages surrounding Zamba and since the augment has a high tone, the most straightforward explanation for the high tone on Zamba nominal prefixes is that it is the reflex of an augment that generalised into a Stage III article. Consequently, the current segmental augment must be a renewal. There are other Bantu languages in which the basic tone pattern of nouns includes a generalised historical augment High. An interesting example is Yombi H16, where a tonal distinction between definite and indefinite nouns has been innovated by the creation of a new indefinite form, derived from the form of nominal predicates (Blanchon 1998).

Indications for the renewal of augments can also be found in languages with two paradigms of augments, one of which typically has a CV-shape and the other a V- shape. This can be found in Safwa M25, Kinga G65 and Nyakyusa M31, where the CV-augment is claimed to have a special “emphatic” use (De Blois 1970: 98, confirmed for Nyakyusa by Bastian Persohn pers. comm.)

(23) Nyakyusa M31 (Bastian Persohn, pers. comm.)

\[\text{祐-ム-ndo} \quad \text{祐-mu-ndo} \quad \text{jʊ-mu-ndo} \quad \text{祐-mu-ndo} \quad \text{祐-jo} \quad \text{祐-mu-ndo} \]

‘the person’  ‘this person’  ‘the very person’
The Zamba C322 augment too can be used as an intensifier (24b) and preposed demonstratives have been characterised as “emphatic” in Nkore JE13, Kanyok L32, Bemba M42 and Bolia C35b, as opposed to their postposed counterparts (Van de Velde 2005). In fact, it is not always straightforward to know whether we are dealing with an augment or rather with a prenominal demonstrative.

(24) Zamba C322 (Kamanda Kola 1994: 403)
   a. āndó wà Mádángá
      ‘He is from (the village of) Madanga.’
   b. āndó wà Mádángá (má-mádángá)
      ‘He is from Madanga itself, from the very village of Madanga.’

The existence of augment-like morphemes in Wide Bantu or Bantoid languages has been adduced as evidence for the antiquity of the augment in Bantu, but it can just as well show that Niger-Congo languages with elaborate noun class systems are very prone to develop augment-like categories and that this strong tendency constantly feeds cycles of grammaticalisation within Narrow Bantu as well. To give only one example, the Atlantic language Keerak has a morpheme that Segerer (2015: 107) calls ‘minimal determiner’. It is an enclitic \(=aC\) (where C is identical to the consonant of the noun class prefix), which appears in most syntactic contexts, including in isolation. In the few contexts where the minimal determiner is optional, e.g. before an adjective, its presence may express definiteness.

4 ADNOMINAL MODIFIERS

Adnominal modifiers normally agree in noun class with their head noun. They are traditionally classified according to their paradigm of agreement markers. Meeussen (1967: 97) reconstructed the five paradigms provided in Table 1: nominal prefixes, enumerative prefixes, pronominal prefixes, subject prefixes and object prefixes, the first four of which are used to mark agreement within the noun phrase. Contemporary languages may distinguish either more or less different paradigms than those reconstructed in Proto-Bantu. This section provides a brief overview of some types of adnominal modifiers.

4.1 Demonstratives

Bantu languages tend to be rich in demonstratives, both in types and in frequency of use. They typically have three or four series of demonstratives, which, in their exophoric use, express different degrees of spatial distance from the speaker and/or the hearer.

(25) Nande JD42 (Valinande 1984: 787-792)
   a. 3-mù-sìkáà 3-nò ‘this girl (within reach of the speaker)’
   b. 3-mù-sìkáà 3-là ‘that girl (far from speaker and hearer)’
   c. 3-mù-sìkáà 3-ìù ‘this girl (close to the speaker, but out of their reach)’
   d. 3-mù-sìkáà 3-lù-3 ‘that girl (close to the hearer)’

Formally, demonstratives minimally contain the pronominal prefix, sometimes accompanied by a stem and a full or partial repetition of the agreement marker. Reconstructed demonstrative stems include \(*-nòò\) [close to speaker] and \(*-dìà\) [far from speaker and hearer] (Meeussen 1967: 107). Recent research on demonstratives in Bantu, most notably by Nicolle (2012, 2014), has focused on their discourse functions, an important aspect of their use that is
hardly mentioned in grammatical descriptions. In a comparative corpus study of ten Eastern Bantu languages, Nicolle (2014) identified four different discourse level functions of demonstratives, viz. indicating the so-called activation status of participants (distal demonstratives reactivate participants after a period of inactivity in languages such as Jita JE25); indicating agentivity (agentive participants are modified by distal demonstratives, others by referential demonstratives); “text structuring” (distinguishing between different types of participants, delimiting episodes) and thematic development (indicating important developments in the narrative).

4.2 Connectives (genitives)

Nominal possessors are introduced by a relator that typically consists of a pronominal prefix and a stem -a, the tone of which is identical to that of the prefix. Bantuists call this relator the ‘connective’, sometimes also ‘connexive’ or ‘associative’ marker.

(26) Nyamwezi F22 (Maganga & Schadeberg 1992: 89)

\[ \text{m̀-zuna w-aa-m ̀-kɩɩ́ma} \]
1-younger_sister PP1-CON-1-woman
‘the younger sister of the woman’

Van de Velde (2013) provides a typology of connective constructions in the Bantu family, which shows, among other things, that the expression of linguistic possession is only one of their multiple functions. In fact, possessive examples such as (26) may be relatively rare in discourse in Northwestern Bantu languages, since many of them prefer external possessor constructions, in which the possessor is expressed as an argument of the verb. In Orungu B11b, for instance, there are almost no restrictions on external possessors and it is not unusual to find multiple external possessors in one clause (27b).

(27) Orungu B11b (Odette Ambouroue p.c.)

a. \[ \text{á-fè wádyónì igúgè n ínágò yámi} \]
2-burglar.DTP SP2-PRF-break-PRF 5-door.DTP PP5-CON AU9-9.house.DTP PP9-POSS1SG
‘The burglars have broken down the door of my house.’

b. \[ \text{á-fè wádyónì myé nág ìgúgè} \]
2-burglar.DTP SP2-PRF-break-PRF 1 SG 9.house.DTP 5-door.DTP
‘The burglars have broken down the door of my house.’ (lit. ‘have broken me the house the door’)

4.3 Possessive pronouns

Possessive pronouns consist of a stem and a pronominal prefix that agrees with the possessee. In most Bantu languages, the form of the stem depends on the person and number of the possessor, but in some languages it agrees with the possessor in noun class as well, giving rise to huge paradigms. These languages can be found in different regions, e.g. Herero R31 (Möhlig et al. 2002: 60), Binza C321 (Van Leynseele 1977: 35) and Ha JD66 (Harjula 2004: 69) and Nande JD42 (Valinande 1984). Possessive pronouns for non-human possessors are connective constructions with a pronominal possessor.
The Bantu languages typically have a number of suppletive kinship terms, in which a kinship term and a possessive pronoun are merged. A comparative-historical study of the form of possessive pronouns can be found in Kamba-Muzenga (2003).

4.4 Numbers

Cardinal numbers from ‘one’ to ‘five’ usually agree with the noun they modify, sometimes using a dedicated set of numeral agreement markers. From ‘six’ upwards they tend to be uninflected (Stappers 1965, Meeussen 1967). Ordinal numbers are usually expressed by means of a connective construction with a cardinal number in the modifier position (Polak-Bynon 1965).

(29) Makwe G402 (Devos 2008: 133)

\[
\text{sìíkù y-a-táànò} \\
9.\text{day PP9-CON-five} \\
\text{‘the fifth day’}
\]

4.5 Relative clauses

Some parameters of variation in the structure of relative clauses across Bantu languages are briefly discussed by Downing & Marten (this volume). Two additional parameters of variation related to the agreement prefix of the relative verb are especially relevant for this section: its paradigm and its controller (Nsuka-Nkutsi 1982). Relative verbs can take an agreement prefix of the verbal (subject) paradigm or of the pronominal one. In non-subject relatives, the controller of agreement can be either the subject of the relative verb or the relativised noun. There is a partial correlation between these two parameters, in that relative verbs that always agree with their subject, never take a pronominal prefix. The reverse correlation is strong, but not without exceptions: the great majority of relative verbs that agree with the relativised noun take a pronominal prefix rather than a verbal prefix. A straightforward explanation for this correlation is that the pronominal prefix in relative verbs originates in a demonstrative that was used to nominalise verb forms.

4.6 Adjectives

Bantu adjectives are defined as agreeing words that take an adjectival prefix, a paradigm that is fully or nearly identical to that of the nominal prefixes. The contents of this Bantu-specific word category differs from language to language. In some languages, such as Ngazidja G44a (cf. Patin et al. this volume), it also contains numbers. Most Bantu languages have a limited set of adjectives (e.g. eight in Rwanda DJ 62), some have none at all (e.g. Eton A71, Mongo C61). A small number of qualifying adjectives can be reconstructed into Proto-Bantu: *-*bì̀ ‘bad’, *-*bì́cì́ ‘unripe’, *-*dàì ‘long’, *-*dì̀tò ‘heavy’, *-*nè̀ ‘big’, *-*pàì ‘new’ and *-*tá̀dì ‘long’
(Meeussen 1967, Baka 2000, Bastin et al. 2002, Baka 2005). In languages with an open class of adjectives, often most are derived from verbs, usually change-of-state verbs. The most common productive deverbal derivation types involve the suffixes *-é (Bastin 1989) and *-ú (Schadeberg 2003: 81).

The scarcity of adjectives in the majority of languages is compensated for by alternative strategies for nominal qualification. A common strategy is to use a connective construction, in which the modifying noun can be a property denoting (30) or entity denoting (31) noun or the infinitive of a change-of-state verb (32).

(30) Ha JD66 (Harjula 2004: 135)

\[
\text{umutaama wikigongwe} \\
\text{u-mu-taama} \quad \text{u-a} \quad \text{i-ki-gongwe} \\
\text{AUG-1-old.man} \quad \text{PP1-CON} \quad \text{AUG-7-kindness}
\]

‘A sympathetic old man.’

(31) Mongo C61 (Hulstaert 1966: 247)

\[
\text{e-kútu} \quad \text{ě-a=n-dɔsɔ́} \\
\text{7-calabash} \quad \text{PP7-CON=10-pore}
\]

‘A porous calabash.’

(32) Digo E73 (Nicolle 2013)

\[
\text{ng’ombe} \quad \text{z-a} \quad \text{ku-ond-a} \\
\text{10.cow} \quad \text{PP10-CON} \quad \text{INF-become.thin-FV}
\]

‘Thin cows.’

In some north-western Bantu languages, the qualifying noun is construed as the morphosyntactic head of the connective construction, in a construction type that instantiates possessee-like qualifier constructions. Such constructions are typical in a large area of northern Sub-Saharan Africa.

(33) Eton A71 (Van de Velde 2008: 214)

\[
\text{ìvèvɛ̀z ḿpég íꜜté kù} \\
\text{i-ðevɛ̀z} \quad \text{H=ɴ-pég} \quad \text{i-Ltɛ́} \quad \text{L-kù} \\
\text{7-light} \quad \text{PP7-CON=3-bag} \quad \text{SP7-PRS} \quad \text{INF-fall}
\]

‘The light bag falls.’

Some Southern Bantu languages (S30-40) have a word class traditionally called ‘relatives’, which has the functions and distributional potential of adjectives. These words have a stem preceded by an agreement prefix of the paradigm of subject markers on verbs. As most other adnominal modifiers in these languages, they are obligatorily preceded by a linker in attributive use. Creissels (2014), who prefers the term ‘new adjectives’, argues that they emerged as a new word class from the use of nouns as descriptive predicates. Example (34) contrasts an old type adjective (34a) with a new adjective (34b) in Tswana S31.

(34) Tswana S31 (Creissels 2014)

a. \[
\text{mù-sàdì jó mù-lečɛ́lɛ́} \\
\text{1-woman LNK1 NP1-tall}
\]

‘A tall woman.’

b. \[
\text{mù-sàdì jó ū-bɔtı́lɛ́lǐ́}
\]
Other strategies for adnominal qualification include the use of relative clauses and participles.

5 THE STRUCTURE OF THE NOUN PHRASE

The Bantu languages show a lot of variation between them in the word order patterns of the noun phrase. Some of the patterns that can be found in Bantu, such as N DEM ADJ NUM or N NUM DEM ADJ, are typologically very unusual or have never been attested in the typological literature (see for instance Greenberg 1963, Hawkins 1983, Rijkhoff 2002, Cinque 2005) and (Wide) Bantu languages have had a heavy impact on the way universals of word order in the NP have been formulated. Thus, Greenberg’s universal 20 states that demonstratives, numbers and adjectives occur in this order (i.e. DEM NUM ADJ) when they all precede and in the same order or in the exact opposite order if they all follow (Greenberg 1963). The fact that Greenberg allows the order DEM NUM ADJ among postnominal modifiers is apparently due to his knowledge of Gikuyu E51, which is not part of his 30-language sample. Hawkins (1983) later reformulated Universal 20, based on a sample of more than 300 languages, stating that nothing can be predicted about the mutual ordering of postnominal demonstratives, numbers and adjectives. The Wide Bantu languages Aghem and Noni, which allow N ADJ DEM NUM and N DEM NUM ADJ respectively, are responsible for this further weakening of Greenberg’s universal 20.

In light of this prominence of the Bantu languages in the general literature, it is somewhat surprising that there exists no comparative study of the structure of the noun phrase in Bantu. The following subsections are a first attempt. Comparing the word order in the NP of individual Bantu languages to typological findings is complicated by three factors. First, the three adnominal modifiers to which typologists have restricted their studies exclude the possessive pronoun, the position of which is noteworthy in Bantu. Second, it is not a priori clear which kind of definition for the different types of adnominal modifiers would produce the most insightful results in a comparative study, a functional one or a formal one. For instance, according to Rijkhoff’s (2002) (functional) layered model of the NP, we expect numbers to be serialised differently from qualifiers, whatever the language-specific grammatical category to which they belong. In many Bantu languages, numbers from ‘one’ to ‘five’ are analysed as Adjectives, since they take the same paradigm of agreement markers as qualifying adjectives. The two are therefore often not distinguished in schematic representations of word order in the NP. The third complicating factor in comparing word order in Bantu NPs to what is found in the typological literature is that many Bantu languages allow for considerable syntactic freedom within the NP.

5.1 Common word order patterns

Most adnominal modifiers are postnominal, but demonstratives (35a), various quantifiers (35b) and/or the modifier ‘other’ (35c) are prenominal in many languages. This is also sometimes the case for possessive pronouns, for which prenominal position is usually (or always?) syntactically optional and pragmatically marked, e.g. in Songye L23 (Stappers 1964) and Makaa (36b).

(35) Ha JD66 (Harjula 2004: 75, 131)
a. izzo sūka zi-bírí
   DEM10 10.hoe PP10-two
   ‘Those two hoes.’

b. burú mu-ntu
   each 1-person
   ‘Each person.’

c. u-wú-ndi mú-si
   AUG-PP3-other 3-day
   ‘Another day’.

(36) Makaa A83 (Heath 1998: 3)

a. me angane dug boog j-am
   1SG PROG.NEG see 7.hoe PP7-POSS1SG
   ‘I don’t see my hoe.’

b. me ke gule ne j-am boog, wo ke ne gwoo boog
   1SG go hoe with PP7-POSS1SG 7.hoe 2SG go with PP7-POSS2SG 7.hoe
   ‘I am going to hoe with MY hoe, you go with YOUR hoe.’

Among postnominal modifiers, the position of the possessive pronoun is remarkable, as in many languages it is obligatorily adjacent to the noun, i.e. preceding any other postnominal modifiers. Again, this is typologically highly unusual, since possessive pronouns are typically anchoring modifiers, which are nearly universally placed further away from the head noun than classifying, qualifying and quantifying modifiers (Rijkhoff 2008). The same is true for postposed demonstratives, which in some languages are serialised immediately after the noun, or after the possessive pronoun, preceding other modifiers. Some examples of the order of demonstratives, possessive pronouns, numbers and adjectives are: Digo E73 DEM N POSS NUM ADJ (Nicolle 2013). Nande JD42 N POSS NUM ADJ DEM (Valinande 1984: 633), Nkore-Kiga JE13-14 N POSS DEM ADJ NUM (Taylor 1985: 55 who adds that “this order is not rigidly adhered to”), and Orungu B11b N POSS ADJ DEM (Odette Ambouroue pers. comm., see below for the position of NUM).

The preference for the immediate postnominal position of possessive pronouns is so strong in some Bantu languages, that it gives rise to external possession within the noun phrase, as in the Mbugwe F34 example in (37) (cf. Wilhelmson, this volume). Semantically, the possessive pronoun modifies the noun ‘body’ in the connective construction, but formally it follows the head noun of the NP, with which it also agrees.

(37) Mbugwe F34 (Wilhelmson, this volume)
   n-yeèngɔ̀ jìi-áámé jìi-ɔ̀sɔ́nè jìi-á mó-vèrè
   10-joints PP10-POSS1SG PP10-all PP10-CON 3-body
   ‘All the joints of my body.’

The core position that the possessive pronoun occupies in the NP structure of many Bantu languages, is also reflected in its agreement properties. As was said in Section 2.2.2.2, possessive pronouns are at the top of the agreement hierarchy in some Bantu languages, since they are the only agreement targets that can have syntactic agreement with animate controllers. Strangely, syntactic agreement is restricted to certain noun classes. In Swahili G42, human controllers trigger animate agreement on all agreement targets, except on the possessive pronoun, if the head noun has a class 9/10 prefix.
5.2 Word order variation in the NP

In many Bantu languages, the mutual ordering of some or all postnominal modifiers is syntactically free, represented by curly brackets around the interchangeable modifiers in the schemes that follow: Basaa A43a N {POSS, NUM, ADJ} DEM (DEM and POSS can both or either be prenominal as well) (Hyman 2003); Ha JD66 DEM QUANT N {POSS, ADJ, NUM} {REL, PART} (Harjula 2004); Eton A71 N {POSS, NUM, CON} REL DEM (Van de Velde 2008: 227). The position of cardinal numbers is syntactically free in Orungu B11b, and in their presence the otherwise rigid order of DEM and ADJ becomes free as well. The possessive pronoun remains in immediate postnominal position (Odette Ambouroue, pers. comm.): N POSS {NUM, ADJ, DEM}.

The possible semantic and information structural implications of alternative word orders in the noun phrase have received little attention in the literature. For Rwanda JD61, Wilkins & Kimenyi (1975) claim that the order of adnominal modifiers is determined by a generality hierarchy, such that the modifiers that contribute most to the identification of the NP’s referent are placed at the back. This hierarchy can explain both the default order in Rwanda and departures from it. In the following example, the relative clause can optionally precede the adjective only if it expresses a habitual activity, i.e. a more or less permanent quality.

(39) Rwanda JD61 (Wilkins & Kimenyi 1975: 160)

a. u-mu-gabo mu-re-mu-re u-ri riimb-a n’ u-mu-txwaare
   AUG-1-man NP1-tall-NP1-tall PP1-sing-FV is AUG-1-chief
   ‘The tall man who sings is the chief.’

b. u-mu-gabo uririmba mu-re-mu-re n’ u-mu-txwaare
   AUG-1-man PP1-sing-FV NP1-tall-NP1-tall is AUG-1-chief
   ‘The TALL man who sings, is the chief.’

5.3 Towards a historical explanation for the uncommon word order patterns in Bantu NPs

A possible explanation for the typologically unusual word order patterns in Bantu is that in many languages the noun phrase is or was not fully integral, and that the relation between a head noun and some of its semantic modifiers is or was appositional. There are several types of indications for the validity of this hypothesis. First, as we saw in Section 3.2.1, the augment is often used to nominalise modifiers. The fact that several types of adnominal modifiers can take the augment in some Bantu languages is an indication that these modifiers are or were nominalised and in an appositional relation with the head noun. In Bemba M42, for instance, modifiers are non-restrictive — and therefore arguably in loose apposition — when they take an augment, and restrictive when they don’t (Givón 1974: 132, Kasonde 2009: 167).
(40) Bemba M42 (Givón 1974: 132, Kasonde 2009: 167)
   a. \textit{a-ba-ntu} \textit{ba-suma} \\
      AUG-2-person NP2-good \\
      ‘The good people.’
   b. \textit{a-ba-ntu} \textit{a-ba-suma} \\
      AUG-2-person AUG-NP2-good \\
      ‘The people, who were (all) good’; ‘The people, the good ones.’
   c. \textit{a-ba-ana} \textit{ba-andi} \\
      AUG-2-child PP2-POSS\textsubscript{1SG} \\
      ‘My children.’
   d. \textit{a-ba-ana} \textit{a-ba-andi} \\
      AUG-2-child AUG-PP2-POSS\textsubscript{1SG} \\
      ‘The children, those that are mine.’

A number can only be inserted between the noun and the adjective if the latter is augmented/apposed (Kasonde 2009).

(41) Bemba M42 (Kasonde 2009)
   a. \textit{a-báá-ntù} \textit{bá-bíli} \textit{á-bá-kúlú} \\
      AUG-2-person NP2-two AUG-NP2-big \\
      ‘The two men, the big ones.’
   b. *\textit{a-báá-ntù} \textit{bá-bíli} \textit{bá-kúlú}

The use of appositive structures involving a nominalised modifier is not necessarily reserved for non-restrictive modification. It can also distinguish the anchoring use of modifiers from other uses. In Babole C101, for instance, the connective relator has a short and a long form (Leitch 2003). The long form consists of the short form, prefixed by an augment. It is used when the connective construction expresses linguistic possession, i.e. when it has an anchoring function. Connective modifiers with a classifying or qualifying function take the short, non-augmented form of the connective relator. The same distinction exists in Zamba C322 (Kamanda Kola 1994).\textsuperscript{iv}

(42) Zamba C322 (Kamanda Kola 1994: 405)
   a. \textit{ímúntɔ̀dù} \textit{mwȁ mwäsì} ‘the navel of a woman’
   b. \textit{ímúntɔ̀dù} \textit{ímwȁ mwäsì} ‘the woman’s navel’

The creation of such appositive structures may be instigated by the tendency, noted for Rwanda JD61 in Section 5.2, to put the modifiers that contribute most to the identification of the NP’s referent at the right edge of the phrase.

Second, there is morphosyntactic evidence for analysing certain modifiers as extraprasal. In Ganda JE15, for instance, an adnominal modifier can be “exbraciated.” It then follows any other modifiers and takes the augment, also if the noun phrase from which it is extracted follows a negative verb form, which does not allow for the augment (Hyman & Katamba 1993).

(43) Ganda JE15(Hyman & Katamba 1993)
   a. \textit{tè-y-à-láb-à} \textit{bì-tábó} \textit{bì-néné} \textit{bì-nó} \\
      NEG-SP\textsubscript{1}-PST-see-FV 8-book NP\textsubscript{8}-big PP\textsubscript{8}-DEM \\
      ‘He didn’t see these big books.’
b. tè-y-à-làb-à  bi-tàbò  bi-nò  è-bì-nèné
   NEG-SP1-PST-see-FV  8-book  PP8-DEM AUG-NP8-big
   ‘He didn’t see these big books.’

In Nen A44, which has verb-final clausal syntax, part of a discontinuous object NP can even end up after the verb, marking contrastive focus on the extracted modifier (Mous 2003).

(44) Nen A44 (Mous 2003: 345)
   mè-nató ìmítò  vè  mì`ànìffí  îndí  mè-nèŋ  ò  hè-lòbàtò
   1SG-HOD.PST 9.calabash CON9 6.water  give.HOD.PST NP9-big LOC 19.child
   ‘I gave the BIG water calabash to the child.’

Recall that the augment is a renewal of agreement morphology, that cycles of augment creation and disappearance are likely to have occurred and that eventually all agreement markers within the noun phrase must have started as demonstratives used to nominalise adnominal modifiers. Consequently, the structure of the noun phrase in contemporary languages can be the result of cycles of appositional extraposition of modifiers followed by subsequent reintegration, giving rise to multiple layers of modifiers around a nuclear NP. This scenario should be tested in a thorough comparative study, which should pay special attention to prosodic clues for the syntactically layered nature of Bantu NPs. In loose apposition, an anchor is typically separated from the appositive by means of a prosodic boundary, as O’Connor & Patin (2015) have demonstrated for Ngazidja G44a. Differences between types of modifiers in prosodic bonding with their head in the Bantu languages could be reflexes of such boundaries. In Binza C321, for instance, there is high tone dissimilation with the last syllable of a nuclear NP (N (ADJ)) on a following demonstrative or possessive pronoun, but not on a following quantifier or connective (Van Leynseele 1977). In Makwe G402, adnominal modifiers can be classified into conjoint, disjoint and conjoint/disjoint, depending on whether they must, cannot or may form a phonological phrase with the immediately preceding head of the NP (Devos 2008: 377-382). Finally, nouns that end in two high tones become high-low before a pause in Tswana S31. They acquire the same final tone pattern when preceding certain types of adnominal modifiers. Since the final HL pattern is phonologically unpredictable in these cases, Creissels (2009: 79) rightly analyses it as a construct form of the noun.
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i These observations are based on data from a sample of fifteen languages extracted from the RefLex database (Segerer & Flavier 2011-2016). The sample is restricted to sources of at least a thousand lexical entries, created by specialists of the language (i.e. excluding lexical surveys) and counts exclude the even numbered classes and everything up from class 13 (included). Percentages of nouns belonging to class 1 in the (North)west include: 2% (Eton A71), 1% (Ngom/Koya B22), 5% (Gevia B301) and 2% (Yombe H16c). More to the East we find: 14% (Lega D25), 13% (Nyamwezi F22), 16% (Ndamba G52), 15% (Makonde P23) and 11% (Tswana S31). The north-western A80 languages are a notable exception to this trend with an average of 20% of nouns belonging to class 1 in three languages (Kol A832; Njyem A84 and Mekaa A83). In two of these languages, class 9 is marginal, which may or may not be a coincidence. For class 7, differences in size between western and eastern languages are less dramatic. Typical figures are 34% (Njyem A84) versus 16% (Makonde P23).

ii These subclasses are not to be confused with the notion of ‘subgener’ in the typological literature, which involve minimally distinct agreement patterns (Corbett 1991: 163).

iii Restrictive relative clauses always require the augment in these languages, whatever the type of modification they provide. This may be due to the historical or current presence of a demonstrative relativiser.
Both authors, Leitch (2003) and Kamanda Kola (1994), describe the distinction in terms of definiteness, but again this analysis seems to be more inspired by the French translation equivalents of these examples than by the Babole and Zamba data. Note in this respect that, if the augment were a definiteness marker in (42b), we would have expected it to agree with and be prefixed to the dependent noun ‘woman’. Instead, it is prefixed to the connective relator, and it agrees with the head noun ‘navel’.

The linkers that are obligatorily used with a subset of adnominal modifiers in Southern Bantu languages, such as Tswana S31 (Creissels 2006: 75, 2014) are another instance of the same general phenomenon. They originate in demonstratives and can be used to turn sequences of proclitic subject marker plus descriptive predicate into adnominal modifiers, arguably via a stage of nominalisation.